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Mongol Maritime Eforts

In 1281, under the rule of Khubilai Khan, theMongols
sent a leet of more than four thousand vessels to subju-
gate the island nation of Japan. A powerful typhoon, ever
since mythologized by the Japanese as kamikaze or “di-
vine wind,” struck the invading leet, leaving it in pieces
on the shores of Japan. In his pathbreaking work, re-
searcher Randall J. Sasaki has dug through hundreds of
timbers salvaged from wrecks at the Takashima under-
water site. It is not oten that someone takes on the ar-
duous task of siting through pieces of timber that hold
clues to sea batles seven centuries ago. Sasaki takes on
what some would argue is the most technical and precise
of tasks one would expect of a marine archaeologist. If
discovering history, and speciically maritime history, is
your irst love, this book is a good guide for you to follow.

Sasaki sets the stage through a bold claim in the pref-
ace: “he book … is about the detailed account of the dis-
covery and analysis of the actual remains of timbers from
the shipwrecks found beneath the waves. As you will
read, in the hands of a trained archaeologist the physi-
cal remains of the vessels can reveal a story” (p. x). His
goal is “to reveal the naval organization of the second
Mongol invasion of Japan” by determining “what kinds
of ships were brought to Japan, where they were built,
how the ships were constructed and what strategy was
behind the invasion plan” (pp. xi-xii). Japanese under-
water archaeologists began to uncover pieces of artifacts
and remains of hulls from the island of Takashima begin-
ning in the early 1980s. Sasaki takes readers through a

detailed analysis of the more than ive hundred timber
fragments, which were recovered from the wreck, most
of which were “in poor condition,” which, he says, made
analysis diicult. Sasaki has painstakingly analyzed the
timber for species of tree; the joinery of the timbers, both
non-iron nail and iron nail; the artifacts found at the site,
which he says were few, because this was primarily amil-
itary expedition; and the naval organization of the voy-
age. Separate chapters are dedicated to each issue.

Sasaki inds that “many of the timbers belonged to
small vessels most likely from the Yangtze River area,”
suggesting that it was more of the smaller Yangtze Val-
ley rounded-hull vessels that met their waterloo in the
typhoon as they were less seaworthy (p. 144). “he
leets that Khubilai Khan dispatched to Japan were di-
vided into functions and well organized. he Eastern
Army used lat-botom vessels built in Korea as land-
ing crat to atack the Japanese forces and gain initial
control of a small piece of territory on mainland Japan.
he Southern Army’s leet consisted of V-shaped cargo
ships built in Fujian Province for carrying provisions as
well as rounded-hull and lat-botom vessels made along
the Yangtze River and functioning as reconnaissance and
miscellaneous crat. he smaller vessels supported and
protected the large supply ships. Khubilai and his advi-
sors seem to have studied the natural resources, people,
and ships of the mainland areas he had subjugated and
then used them to atack another land,” Sasaki notes in
his conclusions (p. 142). He also states that “no timber
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can be conirmed to have derived from a Korean vessel”
based on the study of either the timber or the joinery and
that it concurred with historical documents and other ar-
tifacts found at the wreck site in Takashima (p. 145). Ad-
verting to the debate around the reasons for the expedi-
tion’s failure, Sasaki writes: “he ships that sank were
not all poorly built or were crushed because they were
riverboats. Some were strongly built and some were re-
paired, but having been repaired should not be taken as

evidence for weak ships” (p. 146).

Sasaki, however, knows the limits of his study. “Why
did the leet fail in its purpose? Although these questions
are intriguing, the aim of my research was to identify the
origins and types of vessels used for the second invasion.
Further study, both with the archaeological record and
with historical documents, with particular atention to
such questions is required,” he observes (p. 145).
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